In the lab or in the field:
Fast and easy DNA fingerprinting using Rapid DNA systems
The next major advancement has begun

Susana Martínez
The world leader in serving science

“We can now imagine a day
when a suspect’s DNA is
tested while in custody,
making our communities
safer and freeing valuable
lab resources to focus on
complex DNA tests such as
rape kits.”

Natasha Alexenko
Victims’ rights advocate
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Rapid Progress in Human Identification: It’s in Our DNA

For over 3 decades, forensic scientists have used DNA to transform
global criminal justice, and we’ve led the way in supporting them with
leading-edge innovations that help them provide answers

In this presentation, you’ll learn about:
The history of important milestones in
DNA-based forensics

How Rapid DNA technology represents a major step
forward in providing answers to challenging forensic
questions with revolutionary speed and reliability
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Today, 55 Countries Have Forensic DNA Programs

Forensic scientists have generated
the vast majority of the over 85
million DNA profiles worldwide
using Applied Biosystems™ capillary
electrophoresis (CE) instruments.

Continued improvement of
technology and expansion of
databases will ultimately enable even
more international data sharing.
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>6.7 million
DNA profiles retained

65.6%
Match Rate Crime to Subject

2.0%
Match Rate Subject to Crime
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Annual Report 2017: Commissioner for the Retention and use of Biometric Material (March 2018), UK.

As DNA Databases Have Grown, Crime Has Decreased

The Next Generation in
Forensic Testing
For over 25 years, we’ve
answered to the forensic
science community with
leading-edge Applied
Biosystems DNA analysis
solutions.
It’s time to take another
step forward together.
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Case study

The Challenge of Sample Turnaround Time

The M25 rapist
Antoni Imiela

Time matters—too much
can happen between
testing and results

A DNA match led to
Imiela's capture and
conviction, but faster DNA
results might have helped
prevent his last crime.

1987

2001

Crime: committed a series of rapes along
England’s M25 motorway between 2001 and
2002. He was also eventually found guilty of
a cold-case rape in 1987.

2002

Nov. 19 2002

Nov. 21 2002

November 19:
Based on a neighbor’s suspicion, Imiela was taken to a police station to provide a DNA
sample and allowed to leave while awaiting DNA results.

November 21:
Imiela abducted and assaulted a 10-year-old girl. He told his victim that he “had nothing to lose.”
Antoni Imiela: M25 rapist's previous attacks. BBC News. March 22, 2012. bbc.com/news/uk-england-london
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Testing DNA from Arrested Suspects Before Rapid DNA Technology
Going from sample to results is a multistep, time- and labor-intensive process
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Collect sample from
arrested suspect

Log sample into police
evidence system

Transport sample to
forensic lab

Log sample into lab’s
accessioning system

Remove sample from
evidence vault

Process sample

Review sample data

Report sample
results to police

Place sample in
evidence vault

Arrest suspect a
second time

Testing DNA from Arrested Suspects Before Rapid DNA Technology
Consider what the difference makes possible:
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Collect sample from
arrested suspect

Log sample into police
evidence system

Transport sample to
forensic lab

Log sample into lab’s
accessioning system

Place sample in
evidence vault

Remove sample from
evidence vault

Process sample

Review sample data

Report sample
results to police

Arrest suspect a
second time

VIDEO AVAILABLE
thermofisher.com/rapiddna
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Testing DNA from Arrested Suspects Before Rapid DNA Technology
The RapidHIT ID System enables testing at the point of action in 90 minutes or less

Collect sample from
arrested suspect
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Process sample on location
in 90 minutes or less

Confirm suspect’s ID
while still in custody

RapidLINK Software Provides Full Control of DNA Results
National DNA databases

Forensic review
and notifications
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All instruments being tracked by
RAPIDLINK in
this jurisdiction

Revolutionary Benefits
Producing DNA profiles has never been so fast and easy

The RapidHIT ID System:

• Trusted lab-quality forensic DNA
profiles
• Improved efficiency—as fast as 90
minutes for answers
• Compact size and ease of use—
minimal space needs; set up in a
day and product results in the lab or
field
• Streamline analysis—sample
management through RapidLINK
Software
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RAPID DNA Technology Offers New Ways for the Law Enforcement Community to Work Together in the Effort to Solve Crime

In the forensic lab, personnel can
process urgent samples more
efficiently and enable those
working in the lab who have
limited forensic DNA experience

In the police station, law
enforcement personnel
can generate investigative
leads and identify
suspects faster
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In the field, personnel can
conduct rapid identification
of disaster victims, reunite
families, or support other
field deployment needs

Use the Same System to Profile Different Sample Types

Sample-to-Answer
Buccal swabs
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Investigative leads
Blood stains
Cigarette butt
Swab of a cup lip
Knit cap

Rapid Intelligence
• Enable increased sensitivity on Applied
Biosystems RapidHIT ID

0.25 µL Blood

• Intelligence criteria: Minimum of 6 full CODIS
loci correctly called
• Sensitivity Study
• Blood dilution series
• Saliva dilution series

• Challenge Samples
• Swabs of touched and worn items
• Cigarette butts
• Chewing gum
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Correct CODIS Loci: 10
Matching Alleles: 41

Sensitivity, Blood on Swabs, ST=5000, Correct Alleles

Evaluate blood
concentrations for:
-

-

Concordant allele
calls
Flagging of allele
calls

Few instances of
incorrect allele
calls
- All incorrect allele
calls (artifacts)
were flagged
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Sensitivity, Saliva on Swabs, ST=5000,CorrectAlleles
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RapidHIT 200 vs. RapidHIT ID
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Feature

RapidHIT 200

RapidHIT ID

Sample Prep

Extraction and Purification

Extraction only

DNA Capture

Magnetic beads

Filter paper disc

Sample Cartridge contents Extraction, Purification,
Amplification, Size Std

Amplification, Size Std

Allelic Ladder

Per run option

Run separately

Gel, buffer, water

Single use cartridges

Primary cartridge – 150
runs

Casework Samples

”Run Other Samples”
protocol

RapidINTEL sample
cartridge

Thresholding (AT/ST)

Dynamic

Fixed

Throughput

1-8 samples

1 sample

Unlocking a World of Rapid Intelligence
Partners in forensics, law enforcement, and public safety can
benefit from Rapid DNA results in many applications

Investigative lead
testing
Generate investigative
leads from DNA in real time
that can help solve property
crimes, auto theft, and
other local crimes
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Decentralized
databasing
Generate hits while a
suspect is still in custody

Casework reference
samples

Disaster victim
identification

Maximize resource
allocation between routine
single source samples and
more complex casework
samples

Implement a fast and easy
field deployable solution for
immediate identification

Wider Applications
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Law Enforcement

Military and Border Control

Disaster Victim Identification

Point of need processing

Identification testing

Identification of victims

Person of Interest detained

Familial testing

Repatriation

Police stations and detention points

Armed forces, Boarder Access Control

Natural disasters, Terrorism

Partnering to Help Make
the World a Safer Place
Our HID team continues to provide leadingedge, innovative products across the human
identification workflow. We remain dedicated to
helping the forensics community develop more
informative value in every case.

For more information and a direct
product overview and short
demonstration contact us
@thermofisher.com/rapiddna
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Thank you
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